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The contributions of asymptomatic infections to herd immunity and
community transmission are key to the resurgence and control of
COVID-19, but are difficult to estimate using current models that ig-
nore changes in testing capacity. Using a model that incorporates
daily testing information fit to the case and serology data from New
York City, we show that the proportion of symptomatic cases is low,
ranging from 13% to 18%, and that the reproductive number may be
larger than often assumed. Asymptomatic infections contribute sub-
stantially to herd immunity, and to community transmission together
with pre-symptomatic ones. If asymptomatic infections transmit at
similar rates than symptomatic ones, the overall reproductive num-
ber across all classes is larger than often assumed, with estimates
ranging from 3.2 to 4.4. If they transmit poorly, then symptomatic
cases have a larger reproductive number ranging from 3.9 to 8.1.
Even in this regime, pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic cases to-
gether comprise at least 50% of the force of infection at the outbreak
peak. We find no regimes in which all infection sub-populations have
reproductive numbers lower than 3. These findings elucidate the un-
certainty that current case and serology data cannot resolve, despite
consideration of different model structures. They also emphasize
how temporal data on testing can reduce and better define this uncer-
tainty, as we move forward through longer surveillance and second
epidemic waves. Complementary information is required to deter-
mine the transmissibility of asymptomatic cases, which we discuss.
Regardless, current assumptions about the basic reproductive num-
ber of SARS-Cov-2 should be reconsidered.
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S ince the emergence of the novel coronavirus in December1

2019(1), the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in over 162

million cases and 600,000 deaths worldwide(2). Schools and3

universities in the United States are gradually re-opening amid4

concerns that a second wave of the epidemic may re-emerge5

in the fall and winter of 2020.6

As they craft testing policies and intervention strategies to7

mitigate a second wave, public health officials need to better8

understand the role that symptomatic and asymptomatic in-9

dividuals play in the community transmission of COVID-1910

and in the development of herd immunity to the disease. How-11

ever, fundamental epidemiological questions remain poorly12

understood, including what fraction of cases are symptomatic13

and how well asymptomatic cases can transmit relative to14

symptomatic ones. These questions are especially urgent given15

ambiguity in recent CDC guidelines regarding the testing of16

asymptomatic individuals(3).17

Answering these questions can also provide further insight18

on the basic reproductive number of SARS-CoV-2, and how19

the virus would spread in a population in the absence of20

interventions. This number known as R0 is defined as the 21

mean number of secondary cases arising from a primary case 22

in the absence of immunity, and is estimated on the basis 23

of a particular epidemiological model. Mathematical models 24

for the population dynamics of COVID-19 incorporate dif- 25

ferent features such as asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic 26

transmission, super-spreading, or heterogeneity in susceptibil- 27

ity. A considerable range of R0 estimates has been reported, 28

ranging from at least 1.5(4) to 5.7(5) in Wuhan. A much 29

narrower range between 2 and 3 is frequently cited in the 30

popular press, or assumed when simulating models(6)or fitting 31

these to data(7, 8). This assumption may be based on the 32

dynamics of COVID-19 in regions that implemented inter- 33

ventions early(9–13). A more precise estimate of R0 from a 34

city where substantial transmission was occurring prior to 35

intervention, such as New York City, would provide a relevant 36

baseline. Furthermore, if "super-spreading" by a small frac- 37

tion of symptomatic infections fuels COVID-19 transmission, 38

a precise estimate of the mean number of secondary cases 39

arising from such an individual, may be just as valuable. A 40

model that precisely estimates the fraction of symptomatic 41

cases may help epidemiologists discern if either the overall or 42

symptomatic reproductive numbers are higher than assumed. 43

The probability that a COVID-19 infection is symptomatic 44

is difficult to estimate(14) and a wide range of values have been 45
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suggested (14–16). Estimates from cruise ship outbreaks(17),46

Wuhan evacuees(18), long term care facilities(19), and con-47

tact tracing of index cases(15) may not be representative of48

the general population. Increases in the testing capacity for49

COVID-19 over time(9, 20, 21) make population-level esti-50

mation of this probability difficult due to confounding with51

other parameters such as the reporting, hospitalization, and52

fatality rates. When the testing capacity is limited in the53

early stages of an outbreak, severe cases are more likely to54

be tested, which can bias estimates of the probability that an55

infection is symptomatic and the fatality rate. Changes in56

testing capacity over time also confound the definition itself of57

asymptomatic individuals in transmission models, when these58

are not differentiated from unreported cases. These changes59

can also bias the reported deaths attributed to COVID-19.60

These challenges can be improved upon by explicitly incor-61

porating changes in testing capacity into an epidemiological62

process model. While some early models of the COVID-1963

outbreak in Wuhan attempted to take into account changes64

in testing capacity(21) or differences in reporting rate during65

periods of the epidemic(9), the limited information on these66

trends in Wuhan meant that they had to be estimated on67

a coarse temporal scale (2-3 week intervals) and had to be68

inferred along with other parameters in the model. In the69

United States, many states and municipalities such as New70

York City(22, 23) have published daily estimates of the num-71

ber of total COVID-19 tests conducted, together with the72

number of positive COVID-19 tests. While these data are73

often used by public health officials to gauge the spread of74

the COVID-19 outbreak, they have yet to be incorporated75

explicitly into epidemiological models.76

We present an epidemiological model that incorporates RT-77

PCR testing as an integral process informed by empirical levels.78

The explicit consideration of testing allows us to clearly define79

asymptomatic individuals as those that will never transition to80

displaying symptoms, and to differentiate them from those who81

have been unreported because they were not tested. We fit the82

model to PCR-confirmed COVID-19 cases in New York City,83

using publicly available data provided by the New York State84

Department of Public Health(23). The resulting model can85

clearly delineate symptomatic and asymptomatic infections86

independently from the reporting rate. We subsequently fit the87

model to estimates of herd immunity obtained from a recent88

serological study in New York City(24) to further constrain89

inference results.90

Our model obtains a precise estimate for the symptomatic91

proportion of COVID-19 cases. We show that most COVID-1992

infections are asymptomatic, and that these asymptomatic93

infections together with pre-symptomatic ones substantially94

drive community transmission, contributing 50% or more of95

the total force of infection. Furthermore, depending on the96

transmissibility of individual asymptomatic cases relative to97

symptomatic ones, either the overall reproductive number or98

the symptomatic reproductive number may be higher than99

typically assumed. Our results highlight the importance of100

testing and contact tracing of asymptomatic individuals, and of101

making these data publicly available as health officials prepare102

for and manage a second wave.103

Results 104

We present a stochastic epidemiological model (Fig. 1) that ex- 105

plicitly incorporates daily changes in testing capacity and the 106

lag between sampling and testing (see Methods). The under- 107

lying model, referred to hereafter as the SEPIAR model (Fig. 108

1A) has a susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered structure 109

with compartments for both severe (hospitalized) and non- 110

severe symptomatic infections as well as pre-symptomatic (P) 111

and asymptomatic (A) infections. We also consider two nested 112

simplified versions: one with no pre-symptomatic transmission 113

(the SEIAR model, Fig. 1B); and one with no asymptomatic 114

transmission (the SEPIR model, Fig. 1C). By varying specific 115

parameters weighting the transmission rate of P and A rela- 116

tive to that of symptomatic individuals, we can continuously 117

move across these two extreme structures. Daily reports of 118

the number of tests conducted in New York City are fed in 119

as a co-variate in the testing sub-model (see SI Appendix). 120

The model takes into account CDC priorities in sampling 121

and testing: all hospitalized cases are sampled and eventually 122

tested, while non-severe symptomatic individuals are sampled 123

and tested only if excess capacity is available at the time of 124

sampling. We also incorporate the re-testing of hospitalized 125

individuals as they leave the hospital. This model is fit to 126

observed cases in New York City from March 1,2020 to June 1, 127

2020 and serological estimates of herd immunity in New York 128

City from March 8,2020 to April 19,2020 (see Methods and SI 129

Appendix). We compare the full model with the two nested 130

simplified versions. Although all three model structures are 131

supported by the case data, the model with no asymptomatic 132

transmission is not supported when these data are considered 133

in conjunction with serology information (SI Appendix, Table 134

S2). 135

To evaluate the strength of transmission in asymptomatic 136

cases relative to symptomatic cases, we construct a Monte 137

Carlo profile using the full SEPIAR model (SI Appendix, Fig. 138

S6). We isolate parameter combinations from the profile that 139

are supported by the case and serology data, and examine 140

the values of those combinations. Particular parameters of 141

interest that we focus on include the proportion of cases that 142

are symptomatic, pS , the ratio of the transmission rate of 143

asymptomatic individuals to that of symptomatic individuals, 144

ba , and the reproductive numbers. We use R0 to denote the 145

symptomatic reproductive number (i.e. the mean number of 146

secondary cases arising from each primary symptomatic case), 147

and R0NGM to denote the overall reproductive number for the 148

model (i.e. the mean number of cases arising from a primary 149

infection, where the average considers all types of infections). 150

The proportion of COVID-19 cases that are symptomatic is 151

well identified, with a confidence interval ranging from 12.9% 152

to 17.4% (Figure 2). Although a wide range of parameter 153

combinations for the proportion of symptomatic infection are 154

supported by the case data on its own, a much narrower 155

estimate is obtained when the case and serology data are 156

considered together (Fig. 2A, B). Within this range, estimates 157

of herd immunity are consistent with the dynamics of observed 158

serology (Fig. 2C), in particular the rapid rise in seroprevalence 159

over March and April 2020. 160

The overall reproductive number or symptomatic reproduc- 161

tive number may be larger than is often assumed. From our 162

profile of the relative asymptomatic transmission rate ba, we 163

identify two main regimes of transmission that are supported 164
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Fig. 1. Model diagrams. (A) The full SEPIAR model
used for inference. The model is an extension of an SEIR
formulation that considers both pre-symptomatic trans-
mission (from compartment P ) and asymptomatic trans-
mission (from compartment A). B) When the strength
of pre-symptomatic transmission bp is set to 0, the
SEPIAR model reduces to the SEIAR model. Since we
assume that φU = φE , when bp = 0 the infectious
pre-symptomatic compartment behaves like an additional
exposed compartment. C) When the strength of asymp-
tomatic transmission ba is set to 0, the SEPIAR model
reduces to the SEPIR model. Individuals in the asymp-
tomatic infectious compartment (A) make no contribution
to the force of infection, so asymptomatic individuals es-
sentially recover after leaving the pre-symptomatic period
(P ). In all three panels, circular/elliptical compartments
contribute to the force of infection, while rectangular com-
partments do not. The green ellipse denotes the point
at which severe/hospitalized COVID patients are sampled
and enter the testing queue for severe cases, while the
red ellipse denotes the corresponding entry point for the
queue for non-severe symptomatic cases.

A) B) C) 

Fig. 2. The probability of symptomatic infection. (A) Simulated vs. observed
cases from the profile of the asymptomatic transmission strength (ba) using
the SEPIAR model. The red line is the median from 100 simulations using the
Maximum-Likelihood Estimates (MLE), while the grey shaded region denotes the 2.5-
97.5% quantiles across 100 simulations from all parameter combinations within 2
log-likelihood units of the profile MLE. Likelihoods here are with respect to case data.
The observed daily case counts are denoted by the blue line. B) Model Likelihood
as a function of the proportion of cases that are symptomatic (pS ) for each
parameter combination from panel A. The y-axis shows the likelihood for that pa-
rameter combination with respect to serology data. All parameter combinations above
the blue line have likelihoods within 2-log-likelihood units of the MLE (defined with
respect to serology). This corresponds to a range of values for pS of approximately
13-18%. C) Comparison of observed vs. simulated estimates of herd immunity
in the population from parameter combinations supported by both case and
antibody data (all points above the blue line in panel B). The red line denotes the
median value of herd immunity (the proportion of the population that has recovered
( R

N ) at that point in time in 100 simulations from the MLE parameter combination.
The grey shaded region denotes the 2.5-97.5% quantiles for these simulations from
all parameter combinations within 2-log-likelihood units of the MLE with respect to
serology (all parameter combinations above the blue line in panel B). The blue line
denotes estimates of herd immunity from a recent serological survey in New York
City(24). The blue shading denotes 95% confidence intervals for those serology
estimates using the methods of (24).

by both the case and serology data (Fig. 3), in which either 165

R0 orR0NGM is higher than the 2-3 range often assumed for 166

COVID-19. Notably, we find no parameter combinations in 167

which both reproductive numbers are below 3 and fall within 168

this range. 169

In the first regime, asymptomatic individuals transmit at 170

almost the same rate as symptomatic individuals. That is, ba 171

is large, even close to 1 in some parameter combinations. The 172

overall reproductive number takes on values between 3.2 and 173

4.4, and asymptomatic cases substantially contribute to the 174

overall force of infection (Fig. 4). 175

In the second regime, asymptomatic individuals transmit 176

at very low rates relative to symptomatic individuals, with 177

estimates of ba close to zero or in some parameter combina- 178

tions even equal to zero. Concomitantly, the symptomatic 179

reproductive number is much higher than frequently assumed, 180

taking on values between 3.9 and 8.1. Nevertheless, even in 181

this regime pre-sympomatic and asymptomatic infections to- 182

gether contribute at least 50% of the overall force of infection 183

at the peak of the outbreak. 184

In both regimes, pre-symptomatic individuals transmit at 185

almost the same rate as symptomatic individuals, with esti- 186

mates of bp close to 1, also making a substantial contribution 187

to the overall force of infection (Fig. 4). 188

We also observe a third regime in which both reproductive 189

numbers are higher than assumed, but in this regime pre- 190

symptomatic individuals transmit at a very low rate, with bp 191

close to 0. Several combinations in this regime can be observed 192

in the top right corner of Fig. 3 (C,D) and in Fig. S8. This 193

is also the regime obtained in Fig. S7 if one uses the SEIAR 194

model, which assumes that pre-symptomatic individuals do 195

not transmit (i.e. bp is fixed at 0). Given previous evidence 196

of pre-symptomatic transmission of COVID-19(25, 26), we 197

focus on the two regimes which incorporate substantial pre- 198

symptomatic transmission. 199

In line with previous studies(27), we estimate a large value 200

for the initial number of infected and incubating individuals 201

with COVID-19 in New York City at the start of the simulation 202

on March 1st. Parameter combinations that were supported 203

by the case and serology data ranged from 9,000-18,000 initial 204

infected individuals and 44,000-72,000 exposed individuals. A 205

key question to consider when evaluating the plausibility of 206
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Fig. 3. Surface plots of the reproductive number of symptomatic individuals
(R0) (A) and the overall reproductive number (R0NGM ), as a function of the rel-
ative strength of pre-symptomatic transmission (bp) and the relative strength
of asymptomatic transmission (ba). Each point represents one parameter combi-
nation within 2 log-likelihood units of the MLE (with respect to serology) from the ba
profile. C) Plot of the overall reproductive number vs the reproductive number
in symptomatic individuals for the same points colored by ba. The black arrows
show the direction of increasing strength of asymptomatic transmission (ba) and pre-
symptomatic transmission (bp). For this same plot except colored by the strength of
pre-symptomatic transmission (bp), see SI Appendix Fig. S7. D) The same plot ex-
cept colored by the product of the strength of pre-symptomatic transmission
(bp) multiplied by the strength of asymptomatic transmission (ba). For ease of
plotting, we exclude two parameter combinations which had a very low relative rates
of pre-symptomatic transmission (i.e. bp was lower than 0.020). The two outlier
combinations had high reproductive numbers (R0 = 17.77, R0NGM = 3.95 and
R0 = 4.97, R0NGM = 4.37). These outliers are included in the SI Appendix Fig.
S8.
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Fig. 4. The contribution to the force of infection at the peak of the outbreak
on April 14, 2020 from symptomatic, asymptomatic, and pre-symptomatic in-
fections under different relative asymptomatic transmission rates ba. For each
parameter combination from the fitted SEPIAR model supported by case and serol-
ogy data (corresponding to the points in Figure 3), we simulate 100 trajectories and
calculate the proportion of the overall force of infection on April 14,2020 that is due to
asymptomatic, symptomatic, and pre-symptomatic infections. We pool trajectories
from all parameter combinations that have the same value of ba, and calculate the
median, 2.5%, and 97.5% quantiles for each infection class and value of ba. The
colored bars represent for each infection class, the median proportion of its con-
tribution to the force of infection (and hence may not sum exactly to 1). The error
bars represent the corresponding 2.5%, and 97.5% quantiles. Versions of this plot
calculated respectively 4 weeks before, and 4 weeks after, the peak can be found in
the SI Appendix Fig. S10. We excluded two outlier parameter combinations that had
extremely low relative rates of pre-symptomatic transmission (i.e. where bp was less
than 0.02).
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this magnitude of undetected infections is whether it is consis-207

tent with no signal of an anomalous number of hospitalizations.208

In other words, would this large rise in early infections result209

in a corresponding rise in COVID-hospitalizations that may210

not have been detected as COVID-related? We examine this211

question by comparing simulated daily hospitalizations from212

our fitted model with observed COVID-19 daily hospitaliza-213

tions in New York City, as well as with syndrome surveillance214

reports of respiratory illness from emergency departments in215

New York City hospitals (SI Appendix, Fig. S5), which we216

can use as an indicator for a rise in undetected hospitaliza-217

tions. We show that a scenario with a large number of initial218

infections on March 1st is indeed consistent with the time at219

which observed COVID-19 hospitalizations peak, providing220

further support for this contention. We also find that the221

imposition of social distancing on March 17th and the stay at222

home order on March 22nd in New York City resulted in a223

substantial decrease in the initial transmission rate. Parameter224

estimates for the ratio of the post-intervention transmission225

rate to the pre-intervention transmission rate (bq) ranged from226

0.134 to 0.240, corresponding to a 75.98%-86.62% reduction227

in the strength of transmission after the intervention.228

Discussion229

With a transmission model that incorporates daily changes230

in testing capacity, we estimate that the probability that an231

exposed individual develops symptoms is low. Since asymp-232

tomatic infections represent a large fraction of the infected233

population, they contribute substantially to community trans-234

mission in the aggregate together with pre-symptomatic cases,235

even when they individually transmit at a low per-capita rate.236

They also contribute substantially to building herd immunity.237

We use testing information to estimate the probability238

that a new case will become symptomatic without the bi-239

ases present in cruise-ship(17) and traveler studies(18), or the240

parameter confounding present in city-wide models. Early241

cruise-ship and evacuee studies found that most COVID-19242

cases were symptomatic. However, given the small number of243

total infections(18, 28) , evacuee studies may over-estimate244

the fraction of symptomatic cases if infections in observed245

severe cases(29) last longer(30) than in asymptomatic ones.246

Cruise-ship studies may likewise over-estimate this parameter247

if asymptomatic cases, which were tested later than symp-248

tomatic cases(17), recover prior to testing. City-wide models,249

which avoid these biases, indicate that most COVID-19 cases250

are undetected (9). They confound however the fraction of251

symptomatic cases with the reporting or hospitalization rate,252

as they neglect daily testing changes, and cannot distinguish253

between asymptomatic and undetected cases. The alternative254

approach of fitting the models to death data is not necessarily255

exempt from biases in parameter estimates, due to changes256

in hospital capacity over time(31, 32), co-morbidities in host257

populations(33, 34), and the long delay between the onset of258

infection and death(35). Furthermore, the under-reporting of259

cases can also bias the assumed case fatality rate(32). Our260

approach resolves these issues by incorporating daily testing261

capacity as part of the model when estimating parameters from262

serology and case data. Models without explicit consideration263

of this capacity have difficulty estimating the proportion of264

cases that are symptomatic from these data (36), suggesting265

that including testing is crucial.266

If asymptomatic individuals transmit at a high rate, then 267

the overall reproductive number pre-intervention in New York 268

City is larger than the 2-3 range often assumed in models(6–8) 269

and media reports (11, 37–39) based on early estimates from 270

Wuhan (4, 40, 41). Furthermore, we find no supported param- 271

eter combinations in which both the overall and symptomatic 272

reproductive numbers fall within this range. Early Wuhan 273

models may under-estimate R0 by ignoring pre-symptomatic 274

transmission and making restrictive assumptions, including 275

that COVID-19 has the same incubation period and serial 276

interval as SARS-CoV (4, 40, 41), or that most cases are 277

symptomatic(42). Early Wuhan case data may be insufficient 278

to precisely estimate R0 without making these assumptions 279

(43–45). Thus, models and intervention strategies should con- 280

sider that the overall R0 may be higher than 3 in certain 281

locations (5, 46). 282

If asymptomatic individuals are unlikely to transmit and 283

do so with low probability, then the small fraction of cases 284

that are symptomatic are transmitting at a high rate, in 285

line with recently reported “super-spreading” events(47, 48). 286

Super-spreading events are instances in which a single infected 287

individual infects a large number of people. These events 288

can be hard to measure on a population level in the absence 289

of detailed transmission data. In classic super-spreading dy- 290

namics, most primary cases do not result in many secondary 291

cases, while a subset of primary cases result in a large num- 292

ber of secondary cases(8, 49, 50). This heterogeneity in the 293

reproductive number is indeed what we observe when asymp- 294

tomatic individuals transmit poorly. Our model is admittedly 295

a coarse description of this heterogeneity, since it incorpo- 296

rates only two different classes of infections, symptomatic or 297

asymptomatic. Future models can build upon this framework 298

with additional classes for age, socio-economic status, location 299

or susceptibility(51) using fine-scale case data. However, our 300

results also indicate that even when the symptomatic repro- 301

ductive number is large, pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic 302

infections contribute together to at least 50% of the overall 303

force of infection. 304

It follows that community-wide interventions that account 305

for non-symptomatic cases should be crucial for mitigating 306

outbreaks. If asymptomatic cases transmit poorly, then concur- 307

rent additional interventions targeting super-spreading symp- 308

tomatic infections may help reduce community transmission. 309

Resolving the non-identifiability of the efficacy of asymp- 310

tomatic transmission (ba), would require extensive community 311

testing and contact tracing of asymptomatic cases. Commu- 312

nity testing on its own can provide an estimate of the total 313

proportion of cases that are asymptomatic, but it may not 314

provide insight on whether those asymptomatic individuals 315

can transmit and how well they can transmit. Symptomatic 316

and asymptomatic individuals have similar viral loads(52), but 317

a high viral load does not necessarily imply high transmissi- 318

bility. One limitation of early contact tracing studies is that 319

estimates of transmissibility may over-sample symptomatic 320

index cases and contacts, particularly during the early phase 321

of an epidemic(15, 53). In certain studies, only symptomatic 322

contacts are further investigated. Ideally, one would use fre- 323

quent systematic community testing for studies identifying 324

both symptomatic and asymptomatic potential index cases 325

for further contact tracing and testing of all contacts regard- 326

less of symptoms. Furthermore, fixing the probability that an 327
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infection becomes symptomatic based on the results of serology-328

informed models such as ours, could increase the precision329

with which contact tracing studies can estimate the strength330

of asymptomatic transmission. Colleges that are currently re-331

opening may be ideal test locations for this kind of combined332

approach, which may also help detect super-spreading events.333

While it cannot capture all testing intricacies, our frame-334

work illustrates how transmission models can incorporate daily335

changes in testing capacity and identify parameters that were336

previously difficult to estimate such as the probability that an337

infection will become symptomatic. While we do not explic-338

itly denote differences between labs, hospitals, or diagnostic339

tests, we account for this variation by including additional340

measurement noise after simulating the RT-PCR testing pro-341

cess. We also consider how sampling individuals without342

COVID-19 may deplete the daily testing capacity. In particu-343

lar, hospitalized individuals with non-COVID-19 related severe344

respiratory disease may have a higher priority for testing than345

non-severe COVID-19 cases. Our model uses syndrome surveil-346

lance reports(54–57) of respiratory illness from New York City347

hospitals in previous years, along with weekly influenza cases,348

to estimate the number of non-COVID-19 severe respiratory349

cases that were tested. This framework could be used in con-350

junction with other epidemiological models, and extended to351

other municipalities or countries with location-specific testing352

priorities, re-testing procedures, or diagnostic tests. It could353

also be used to examine how altering testing strategies such as354

switching from symptom-based testing to community testing355

may improve transmission parameter inference and efficacy of356

control efforts. This may be an important consideration for357

countries that have limited testing capacity but are still in the358

midst of the first pandemic wave, such as India.359

Future studies can investigate the impact of including a360

testing sub-model on parameter estimation and the level of361

detail required in such a sub-model. For example, one could362

compare the results of parameter estimation from fitting a363

given epidemiological model with a queue-based testing model364

to those that assume a fixed reporting rate and a delay in the365

reporting of cases. We expect the former to exhibit more uncer-366

tainty when informed by surveillance data from the beginning367

of the pandemic when little testing capacity is available, but368

to reduce this uncertainty as the time series is extended and369

this capacity changes. Models that assume a fixed reporting370

rate may under-estimate the range in uncertainty of epidemio-371

logical parameters that are heavily informed by the early part372

of the time series, and may even under-estimate the values of373

the parameters themselves. Models with a queue-based testing374

sub-model may obtain more precise estimates of parameters375

that impact the end of the outbreak, such as those related376

to the depletion of susceptible individuals, acquisition of im-377

munity, or in our model, the impact of social distancing and378

stay-at-home orders on overall transmission. Even if including379

some form of testing model that takes into account changes in380

capacity is key to obtaining more precise parameter estimates,381

simpler versions of our implementation may be sufficient. For382

example, the more generalizable components such as the test-383

ing of hospitalized individuals may be more important than384

taking into account their re-sampling as they leave the hospi-385

tal. Simplifying the testing model based on model selection386

analyses can facilitate wider adaption of the testing framework387

to other cities, countries, or time periods.388

Our finding that many individuals were already infected by 389

March 1st is consistent with earlier estimates that community 390

transmission began in February in NYC(27, 55, 58). Previous 391

studies could not explain however why no substantial increase 392

in COVID-19-like illness was observed prior to February 28th 393

in syndrome surveillance data(55). Our simulations show that 394

the lag between infection onset and hospitalization can explain 395

this discrepancy. Even when initialized with many infected 396

cases on March 1st , simulated hospitalizations do not rise 397

until several weeks later concurrent with observed COVID- 398

19 hospitalizations (SI Appendix Fig. S5). Most likely, the 399

estimated initial conditions suggest multiple parallel foci of 400

initiation of the epidemic with multiple importations of infec- 401

tions. Another suggested possibility is a dosage-dependence 402

effect, wherein the severity of an individual’s infection depends 403

on the size of the virus population that the person becomes 404

infected with during one or more transmission events, and 405

hence on the overall viral load of COVID-19 in the community. 406

In this scenario, early COVID-19 cases in February and early 407

March would be less severe. This would be consistent with the 408

syndrome surveillance data, where we see a rise in early March 409

of respiratory infection reports in the emergency departments 410

of hospitals, but do not yet see a rise in COVID-19 hospital- 411

izations. This phenomenon might also explain why our model 412

slightly under-estimates the peak in daily hospitalizations, 413

even though it correctly identifies the time and shape of that 414

peak. 415

In conclusion, explicit consideration of changes in testing ca- 416

pacity allows us to infer with certainty from case and serology 417

data that most new COVID-19 cases do not become symp- 418

tomatic. We also inferred that the overall or symptomatic 419

reproductive number may be larger than often assumed de- 420

pending on how well asymptomatic cases can transmit. Despite 421

this uncertainty, the strong consistent contribution to com- 422

munity transmission from cases without symptoms observed 423

across scenarios supported by the data, should be considered 424

when formulating public health intervention strategies. Mak- 425

ing available detailed information on testing policy and data 426

on testing capacity over time will strengthen the ability of 427

epidemiological models to learn from the past and inform us 428

about the future. 429

Materials and Methods 430

We examine three different model structures that have been used 431

to characterize COVID-19 dynamics in previous studies (Fig 1). All 432

models are modified versions of the traditional susceptible-exposed- 433

infected-recovered (SEIR) model (59). The first model, the SEPIR 434

model(17, 60), is the most standard extension in which transitions 435

are between a linear chain of compartments. Its formulation adds 436

a compartment P for pre-symptomatic transmission. The second 437

one, the SEIAR model (7, 9), differs conceptually in that it includes 438

asymptomatic individuals rather than pre-symptomatic ones, and 439

defines them as distinct, in the sense that they will never transition 440

to exhibiting symptoms. This definition implicitly recognizes that 441

there are essentially two classes of individuals in terms of susceptibil- 442

ity to disease and symptoms. The third structure for the SEPIAR 443

model(6, 26) is a combination of the first two and includes them as 444

nested, particular, cases. 445

All three models include a chain of m exposed classes to incorpo- 446

rate the total time between the onset of infection and the onset of 447

symptoms as gamma distributed (with mean 5.5. days and standard 448

deviation 2.25 days) (61). Symptomatic individuals are subdivided 449

into two sequential classes IS1 and IS2 for practical purposes, to 450

follow their numbers before and after some of them transition to 451

hospitalization. Individuals spend an average of 1
φS

days in IS1 and 452
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1
γ
days in IS2 .453

The parameter R0 represents the reproductive number expe-454

rienced by symptomatic individuals. We define a baseline pre-455

intervention transmission rate in symptomatic individuals β0 by456

dividing R0 by the average total time that non-severe cases transmit457

with symptoms. We also define a post-intervention transmission458

rate β1, which is equal to the pre-intervention transmission rate459

β0 multiplied by a scaling factor bq. Low values of bq represent a460

substantial reduction in the transmission rate due to interventions.461

Social distancing guidelines were issued by New York City starting462

on March 17(62, 63), and a stay-at home order was issued which463

took effect on the evening of March 22(64). Thus,prior to the im-464

position of social distancing, the transmission rate of symptomatic465

individuals in our models, β(t), is equal to β0. From March 18th466

thru March 22nd, β(t) decreases linearly from β0 to β1. From March467

23rd onwards, β(t) is equal to β1.468

In all models, a fraction pS of exposed individuals Em becomes469

symptomatic. After an average of 5 days of transmission, symp-470

tomatic cases are hospitalized with probability pH. Symptomatic471

cases that are not severe enough to require hospitalization recover472

at rate γ. Hospitalized individuals recover at rate hv = 1
13 (30) and473

do not transmit while hospitalized. We assume a fixed population474

size for New York City of 8 million individuals (65).475

Assumptions about which infected classes are infectious and how476

they contribute to the transmission rate allow us to reduce the477

SEPIAR model to the SEPIR or SEIAR models. Pre-symptomatic478

individuals transmit for an average of about a day (0.92 days(25))479

at a transmission rate equal to the baseline transmission rate β(t)480

multiplied by a scaling factor b=bp. Asymptomatic infections481

transmit for an average of 5 days, equal to the average duration482

between the onset of symptoms and hospitalization in severe cases,483

at a transmission rate equal to the baseline rate β(t) multiplied by484

scaling factor ba.485

The models are implemented numerically via an Euler approxi-486

mation of the deterministic equations to which demographic stochas-487

ticity is added. Specifically, the number of individuals making state488

transitions from compartments with more than one exit is drawn489

from an Euler-multinomial distribution(66). The number of indi-490

viduals making state transitions from compartments with only one491

exit is drawn from a binomial distribution.492

Description of Testing Model: The model takes into account493

daily changes in the testing capacity using estimates of daily tests494

conducted in New York City from the New York State Department495

of Health(23), as well as the re-testing of severe and non-severe496

symptomatic cases prior to leaving the hospital or quarantine. We497

assume that there are two categories of cases-severe (hospitalized)498

cases and non-severe cases subject to different testing priorities(67):499

the initial testing of new hospitalized COVID-19 cases (highest500

priority), the re-testing of those individuals when they leave the501

hospital, the testing of new non-severe symptomatic COVID-19502

cases, and finally the re-testing of those symptomatic cases (lowest503

priority). All severe COVID-19 cases after March 1st are sampled504

when they enter the hospital and eventually tested once enough505

capacity is available. We assume that symptomatic non-severe cases506

are sampled at the same time in the course of their infection as507

severe cases. However, we assume that they are not tested if they508

recover before enough testing capacity is available. During the early509

stages of the epidemic, the CDC recommended test-based strategies510

to determine when to conclude home isolation or hospitalization(68).511

Accordingly, we assume that hospitalized cases are re-tested twice512

(over a 24 hour period) after the average length of time in the513

hospital (13 days), while non-severe cases are likewise re-tested514

twice after the end of a 14-day quarantine period.515

We also take into account the potential for non-COVID-19 severe516

respiratory cases to be sampled in hospitals and tested (with the517

same priority as hospitalized COVID-19 cases). We use confirmed518

influenza cases(69) and syndrome surveillance reports of respiratory519

disease from emergency departments in New York City hospitals in520

previous years(70) to estimate the number of non-COVID-19 severe521

respiratory cases that may have been sampled (see SI Appendix).522

We assume that the RT-PCR testing has a sensitivity of 90%(71),523

that testing takes 48 hours(72), and that there is an additional524

negative-binomial distributed dispersion after the RT-PCR testing525

with standard deviation σM. This dispersion takes into account526

variation in sampling and testing protocols across laboratories and 527

hospitals, as well as variation in the sensitivity and time required 528

for different PCR assays. 529

Overview of the model fitting and inference strategy. 530

Unless otherwise mentioned, we fit the following parameters: the 531

recovery rate for non-severe symptomatic infections (γ), the scaling 532

factors for asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic, and post-intervention 533

transmission (ba, bp, and bq), the symptomatic probability (pS) 534

and the hospitalization probability (pH), the reproductive number 535

for symptomatic cases (R0), the dispersion parameter for RT-PCR 536

testing (σM ), and the initial number of infected (I0) and exposed 537

(E0) individuals at the start of the simulation on March 1, 2020. We 538

use the iterated filtering algorithm MIF(73) within the R-package 539

POMP (for partially observed Markov process models) to fit param- 540

eter combinations by likelihood maximization. We apply the Se- 541

quential Monte Carlo algorithm pfilter(74) to evaluate the likelihood 542

of the final parameter combinations. In particular, for the analysis 543

of the full SEPIAR model, we generate a Monte Carlo profile(75) 544

for the relative strength of asymptomatic transmission (ba). For all 545

resulting parameter combinations within 2 log–likelihood units of 546

the MLE, we then calculate the likelihood with respect to serology 547

using seroprevalence data from (24). We assume that each serology 548

measurement is drawn from a binomial distribution with sample 549

size N and proportion p equal to the observed seroprevalence. We 550

isolate all combinations supported by the serology data that have 551

log-likelihoods within 2 units of the MLE. 552

For each combination, we examine the proportion of cases that 553

are symptomatic pS , the reproductive number in symptomatic 554

individuals R0, and the overall reproductive number for the model 555

R0NGM . We derive the following expression for R0NGM using the 556

Next Generation Matrix(76) : 557

R0NGM =
β ∗ bp
φU

+
β ∗ ba(1 − pS)

φS
+
βpS

φS
+
β(1 − pH)pS

γ
[1] 558

Additional details: Further details of the SEPIAR equations, 559

testing model, Monte Carlo Profile of the SEPIAR model, initial 560

grid searches and model comparison of the SEPIR and SEIAR 561

models, and derivation of the overall reproductive number R0NGM , 562

are provided in the SI Appendix. 563
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